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Abstract
The colonial powers in order to safeguard their interests in regions where
they had ruled, divided nations, and created artiﬁcial states. As a
consequence of this policy, several regions of Asia and Africa became zones
of never-ending conﬂicts and turmoil. The Baloch are among the largest
national entities (only second to Kurds) in the world without a state of their
own and one of the few nations in the contemporary world who still face
the curse of colonialism.
From 1666, Balochistan was ruled by a loose confederacy of Baloch tribes
under the Khanate of Kalat. In 1839, it was occupied by the British and
ﬁnally divided and incorporated into many countries of the region. Major
parts of Balochistan are presently controlled by Iran and Pakistan.
This writeup is about that part of Balochistan which is controlled by
Pakistan since 1948. Since their incorporation into Pakistan, the Baloch
have been the victim of dominating policies and strategies. They have faced
the repression and subjugation of the religious and fanatical state for a long
time and lives of millions of Baloch are characterized by oppression and
exploitation in numerous ways. The cream of their society and a large part
of the population have faced physical elimination. The violence by the
security forces has manifested by the gross human rights violations and
massive dislocation of the Baloch population with tremendous human
suffering. Many actions of the state come within the deﬁnition of war
crimes, genocide, and crimes against humanity. This book is a brief
account of how various socio-cultural, political and militant strategies
employed by Pakistan caused many sufferings for the Baloch.
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1.

BALOCHISTAN: THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE.
The landmass stretching from southeastern Iran to the east bank of Indus River
in Punjab, and from lower reaches of Helmand in Afghanistan to the Indian Ocean
is called Balochistan. It is a borderland between India and the Iranian plateau.
Historically, Balochistan had a bridging function between the cultures in
Mesopotamia and the Iranian highland on the one hand and those in the Indus
lowland on the other hand. From the middle of the ﬁrst millennium BC, the area
was divided into many provinces of the Achaemenid Empire (550-330 BC) such as
Maka (Makuran) and Zaranka (Sistan). The Greeks during the campaigns of
Alexander the Great named the southern regions of Balochistan as Gedrosia.
During the Sassanid period (224-651 AD), the regions which comprised
present-day Balochistan were called Turan (Tugran, Turgestan), corresponding
to present-day Sarhad, Sarawan and Jhalawan regions, Pradhan (probably
modern-day Kharan and Chagai), Makuran, and Sakastan (modern-day Sistan).

Map of Balochistan.
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Due to the huge inﬂux of migrating Baloch tribes into Balochistan in medieval times,
the demographic and political dynamics of the region changed. There began an era
of Baloch dominance in the region. Various tribal confederacies of the Baloch
became powerful, and one of them established the ﬁrst Baloch state known as the
Khanate of Kalat in the mid-seventeenth century.
The Khanate was a loose union of the Baloch tribes and survived for nearly three
hundred years in an independent or semi-independent status until it was occupied
by the British in 1839. After the occupation, Balochistan was divided into many parts.
Present-day Balochistan is divided between three states. Western Balochistan is
controlled by Iran; Eastern Balochistan is a federating unit of Pakistan while the
territory of Nemroz (Eastern Sistan) was incorporated into Afghanistan during the
19th century.
The Baloch
The Baloch were among the group of tribes known as Proto-Indo-Iranians originated
in the eastern European steppes in the third millennium BC moved eastward
towards the region of southern Ural steppes and Volga, then further onto Central
Asia. They formed two groups: Proto-Iranians in the north, and Proto-Indo-Aryans
in the south. After 2000 BC, the Indo-Aryans moved southeast via Afghanistan into
the Indian subcontinent, as well as southwest via Iranian plateau into northern
Mesopotamia. Some of these migratory groups were Ossetes, Armenians, Kurds, the
people of ancient Media and Persia, Afghans, Baloch, and Hindus of Indus and
Ganges.
The majority of the Baloch in modern times live in the Pakistani province of
Balochistan and the Iranian province of Sistan-wa-Balochistan. In Afghanistan, the
Baloch are concentrated in the southwestern regions of Nemroz, Farah and western
Helmand. A large number of the Baloch are also living in the Pakistani provinces of
Punjab and Sindh. A considerable number of them have also settled in the Persian
Gulf states and a small number in different European countries as refugees. It is
estimated that the present population of the Baloch, is around 40 million.
Balochi, the language of the Baloch is a member of the north-western group of
Iranian languages, along with Zazaki, Kurdish, Gilaki, Mazandarani, and Talyshi. Of
ancient languages, Balochi bears afﬁnities to both Middle Persian (Pahlavi) and
Parthian. Persian, Balochi, and Kurdish share common phonetic isoglosses.
As a community, the Baloch have developed a ﬁerce sense of independence, a life
without hegemony or domination by others whether it is an individual, another
nation or state power. As a national entity, they have never accepted any form of
alien domination.
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Developed from an agro-pastoralist background, ﬁghting for a just cause has become
synonymous with dignity, honor, and nobility in the Baloch social and cultural code.

A painting of 18th century Baloch ﬁghters.

The Baloch enjoy an identity regarding their religious beliefs, which is signiﬁcantly
different from their neighboring Persian, Afghan, and Pakistani fundamentalist
religious mindset. Persecution by the strong and organized religions for the last
2000 years has shaped the secular attitude of the Baloch about religion in their social
and community affairs. The long adopted secular mindset is still observable today in
their social behaviors and practices. They are distinct in their attitude toward
religious tolerance, having a liberal or secular attitude compared to other
neighboring nations. They have never politicized their own religious faith, which has
remained linked to the personal sphere and to traditions, without becoming a real
socio-political discriminating factor.
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2.

BALOCHISTAN UNDER OCCUPATION.
Beginning in the 18th century and continuing into the 19th century, a high-proﬁle
diplomatic and espionage game was played out in Central Asia between Russia
and Britain. This was in order to protect their colonial interests in Central Asia
and the Middle East. It brought negative consequences for many small states and
nationalities in the region. The ultimate loser in the ‘great game,’ from a Baloch
point of view was the Baloch state of Khanate of Kalat, which was not only
occupied by the British but divided into different parts. Some of the Baloch
territories were ceded to Afghanistan and nearly half of the Baloch land was
awarded to Persia.

The British attack on the Miri fort at Kalat 13th November 1839.

The border between the Khanate of Kalat and Persia was demarcated under
Makran Boundary Commission (1870–1871) and Perso-Baloch Boundary
Commission (1896). The Baloch areas of Sistan were allocated to Persia and
Afghanistan under the two Sistan Arbitration Commissions of 1872 and 1903.
Arbitrarily drawn boundary lines completed the division of Balochistan into
Persian and Afghan parts and a truncated Khanate of Kalat as a British
protectorate. This division caused tremendous geographical, political, cultural,
social and psychological consequences for the Baloch.
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Division of Balochistan under various boundary commissions.

The second occupation of Balochistan
In the wake of British withdrawal from India, Balochistan declared its
independence on 11 August 1947 and remained independent for 9 months before
it was annexed by the newly created religious state of Pakistan on 27 March 1948.
Balochistan at the time of British withdrawal from India
At the time when preparations were being made for the creation of Pakistan and
eventual British withdrawal from India, Balochistan was divided into British
Balochistan and the Khanate of Kalat. The Khanate of Kalat was in treaty
relationship with the authorities in London while British Balochistan was
administered by the authorities of British India in New Delhi. British Balochistan
comprised of Afghan areas ceded to the British under the Treaty of Gandamak in
1880 and areas of the Khanate of Kalat including, Quetta, MarriBugti Agency, Sibi
and Chagai, which were leased out by the Khan of Kalat to the Government of
British India with the signing of various accords in 1883, 1899, and 1903. Dera
Ismail Khan and Dera Ghazi Khan regions of Balochistan were already included in
the British Indian province of Punjab.
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The Pakistan phenomenon in the context
The devastation of the two Great Wars drastically changed the world political scenario in
20thcentury. Although, after the Second World War, Britain emerged as one of the
victorious powers, it became impossible for the British to rule its vast colonial empire
directly and granting independence to India became imperative. At the same time, it also
became important for the British authorities to formulate strategies in order to safeguard
their interests in the region after their withdrawal. In this context, plans for the division of
India and the creation of a client state of Pakistan were put into action. The phenomenon of
political Islam was successfully used in the creation of Pakistan by the colonial authorities
in New Delhi, and London. Ignoring the far-reaching consequences of this strategy, the
immediate aim was to build a geographical and political wall against the ambitions of the
Russians who were supposedly trying to encroach on British colonial interests in the Indian
Ocean and the Middle East.

Lord Louis Mountbatten, the viceroy of India and his wife Lady Edwina Mountbatten ﬂank Muslim League
leader Mohammad Ali Jinnah at New Dehli, April 9, 1947.

Pakistan: a unique experience

For the people of regions, which now comprised Pakistan, creation of a religious
state came out of the blue. It was a country created by dividing India to safeguard the
multi-faceted strategic interests of the British Empire who was at that time the
guardian of Western Imperial interests in the region. However, the genesis of
Pakistan is a unique experience in the history of political science in that it was the
ﬁrst country created on the grounds
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that people of one religious faith cannot live with the people of another religious faith. It is
also unique in that to give an ideological base for the creation of the state, a new theory
‘Two Nation Theory’ was manufactured. It was based on the perception that people of
different cultural, historical and linguistic background can form a nation only upon the basis
of their religious faith, denying all established social science deﬁnitions of a nation.
It was also unique in the history of political science, that a country was created without any
movement on behalf of the general population and without even a nose bleed, in the
struggle to “liberate a people”. It was unique that the entire national leadership of this newly
independent state was exported from elsewhere, its ideology was created by the colonial
power, its national language was not the language of any national entity of the country, and
the population of regions, which now comprised Pakistan, was overwhelmingly against the
creation of Pakistan.

Political map of Pakistan.
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Balochistan declares independence
With the British announcement of their withdrawal from India, the Baloch state proclaimed
its independence on August 11, 1947, and elections were held for a bi-cameral parliament.
At a time, when the Baloch state was expecting that, upon the cessation of British power in
India, it would regain sovereign rights over all its territories held or leased to Britain; things
were moving fast towards the creation of Pakistan. Although under the treaties of 1854 and
1876 the British government was bound to protect the sovereignty of the Baloch state,
however, it did not act when the newly created religious state occupied Balochistan in 1948.
Article 3 of the treaty signed in 1876 between the Khan of Kalat and the British authorities
explicitly mentioned that:“whilst on his part, Meer Khodadad Khan, Khan of Khelat, binds
himself, his heirs, successors, and Sirdars, to observe faithfully the provisions of Article 3 of the
Treaty of 1854, the British Government on its part engages to respect the independence of
Khelat, and to aid the Khan, in case of need, in the maintenance of a just authority and the
protection of his territories from external attack, by such means as the British Government
may at the moment deem expedient”. However, the British never fully honored its treaty
obligations with the Khanate of Kalat.

Mir Ahmed Yar Khan (The last Khan of the Baloch).
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On August 4, 1947, a tripartite meeting was held in Delhi, chaired by Viceroy Lord
Mountbatten and attended by his legal advisor Lord Ismay. On the Baloch side, Khan Ahmad
Yar Khan, and his Prime Minister Barrister Sultan Ahmad were present. Mr. Muhammad Ali
Jinnah and Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan represented Pakistan. In the meeting, a consensus was
reached upon regarding the future of Balochistan and it was agreed that the Baloch state of
Kalat would be independent, enjoying the same status as it originally held in 1839 before the
British occupation. It was also agreed that in case, relations of Kalat with any future
government of divided India become strained, Kalat would exercise its sovereign right, and
the British Government should take precautionary measures to help the Khanate of Kalat in
the matter. A “Standstill Agreement” was signed by Mr. Muhammad Ali Jinnah and Mr.
Liaquat Ali Khan on behalf of the future state of Pakistan and Mr. Sultan Ahmad on behalf of
the Khanate of Kalat on August 4, 1947.
In the agreement, the Government of Pakistan recognizes the Khanate as an independent
sovereign State. It was also agreed that regarding areas of the Khanate leased out to the
British in 19thcentury, the legal opinion would be sought as to whether or not the
agreements of leases made between the British Government and the Khanate of Kalat would
be inherited and binding by the Pakistani government.

The short-lived independence: the fall of the Baloch state
With the promulgation of Government of Kalat State Act 1947, the constitution of newly
independent Baloch state established some kind of a representative system of governance.
According to the constitution, a council of ministers was constituted, headed by a Prime
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Minister. The ministers were appointed by the Khan and held their ofﬁce at the discretion
of the Khan. The function of the council was to aid and advice the Khan of the Baloch, in the
exercise of the executive authority of the state. A bicameral legislature was enacted
composed of an upper and a lower house. The Upper House (Darul Umara) was composed
of tribal chiefs. It had forty-six members, ten of whom were appointed by the Khan. Eight of
these ten members were to be selected from the Lower House as well as from the Council
of Ministers, and the other two members were to be selected from the minority groups. The
members of the cabinet were allowed to participate in debates in the house but were not
allowed to vote. The Lower House (Darul Awam) was composed of ﬁfty-ﬁve members, of
whom ﬁfty were to be elected and the Khan to nominate the remainder. Elections were held
for both houses of the parliament under the Government of Kalat Act 1947. The majority of
the members in the House of Commons were elected from candidates nominated by the
nationalist organization, the Kalat State National Party (KSNP). The ﬁrst session of the
DarulAwam was held at Shahi Camp, Dhadar, on December 12, 1947.
Pakistan began pressurizing the Khan of the Baloch to merge the Baloch state with the
newly created religious state. Mr.Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the Governor-General of Pakistan,
in October 1947, menacingly proposed the accession of Khanate of Kalat to Pakistan. The
Khan summoned the parliament in December 1947, during which the DarulAwam (House of
Commons) debated the issue of Khanate relationship with Pakistan and the consequences
of any move by Pakistan against the Baloch state. The House of Commons rejected any form
of a merger with Pakistan and resolved to protect the sovereignty of the Baloch state at any
cost; unanimously rejecting the proposal for the accession of the Baloch state into Pakistan.
The DarulUmarah (House of Lords) during its session on January 2–4, 1948, endorsing the
decision of the DarulAwam, also rejected the accession proposal. Both houses of Kalat
Parliament once again rejected any merger proposal with Pakistan during their sessions
held on the last week of February 1948.
After failing to pressurize the Baloch parliament, the Pakistani authorities now openly
adopted an aggressive posture towards the Baloch state. The Pakistani forces entered
Balochistan in March 1948. On 27th March 1948, the Pakistani army moved into the capital
Kalat. By the end of the month, Balochistan was practically in the control of Pakistani troops
and the Khan of the Baloch capitulated and was forced to afﬁx his signature to the
Agreement of Accession on March 27, 1948, terming his action as a “dictate of history”. The
Baloch dreams of an independent and honorable status were shattered once again.
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M. Ali Jinnah (Governor-general of Pakistan) meeting Pakistani troops.

The independence of the Baloch state after nearly a hundred years of colonial control was
short-lived as after nine months it was occupied by a newly created religious state on April
1, 1948.
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3.

THE BALOCH NATIONAL RESISTANCE IN PAKISTAN.
The creation of Pakistan was among the mishaps of history, which ultimately led
to the demise of the Baloch State of Kalat, causing one of the most tragic events
in the history of the Baloch. The occupation of their country by Pakistan was
totally unacceptable for the Baloch since 1948, they resisted the occupation of
their country in various ways.
The beginning of the resistance
In 1948, a short-lived and ineffective resistance against the occupation was led by
Agha Abdul Karim (the younger brother of the Khan of Kalat). He issued a
manifesto of resistance in the name of Baloch National Liberation Committee.
However, his resistance was crushed by the Pakistani army. Agha Abdul Karim
and hundreds of his followers were surrounded by the army near Kalat and
forced to surrender. Political activities were banned, Kalat State National Party
(KSNP) was declared illegal and its leaders were arrested and kept in prison for
many years.

Agha Abdul Karim who organized the ﬁrst armed resistance against Pakistan in 1948.

The second uprising
In 1958, demanding an autonomous status for Balochistan, the Baloch tribes took
up arms and a state of rebellion was witnessed in Balochistan. Accusing Mir
Ahmad Yar Khan
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(the last Khan of the Baloch) of inciting the trouble, his palace in Kalat was bombed
and he was arrested. The humiliation of the Khan and the new wave of military
operation became the trigger of a second Baloch uprising against Pakistan.
Hundreds of the Baloch were killed in the ﬁght which lasted for many years. Several
people were hanged and hundreds of political workers were detained for many years
including the towering ﬁgures of the Baloch national struggle.

Nawab Nouroz Khan Zarakzai who led the armed resistance against Pakistan in 1958.

The third uprising
During 1970, with the end of the military regime of General Ayub Khan, a general
election was held in Pakistan. National Awami Party (NAP), the representative party
of the Baloch and Pakhtun masses, won the elections in Balochistan and Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (former Northwest Frontier Province-NWFP ) provinces. After the
liberation of Bangladesh in 1971, the military took a backseat and ruled the country
through proxy by appointing Zulﬁqar Ali Bhutto as the president of a truncated
Pakistan. National Awami Party was allowed to form the governments in two
provinces of Balochistan and NWFP. However, the government in Balochistan
headed by Sardar Attaullah Mengal was dismissed after 9 months in ofﬁce. The
Baloch leadership in the government was accused of conspiring to break up of
Pakistan and to create a greater Balochistan comprising the Pakistani and Iranian
controlled parts of their land. National
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Awami Party was banned and the whole Baloch leadership was imprisoned and tried
on treason charges in the Hyderabad Treason Case.

Baloch Leaders Being charge-sheeted in Hyderabad Tribunal on treason charges, on 15 April 1976.
Mir Ghous Bux Bizenjo and Nawab Khair Bux Marri are sitting 2nd and 3rd from right.
Sardar Ataullah Mengal is seen in back rows.

The uprising of the Baloch was crushed after 5 years with the help of Iran during
which 7 thousands of the Baloch were killed, many thousands were displaced and
many settlements were bombed and destroyed. Thousands of political activists were
detained without trial for years. The situation became relatively calm when after the
promulgation of Martial Law in Pakistan during 1977, a general amnesty was declared
in Balochistan and leaders and political activists were released and Hyderabad
Tribunal which was trying the Baloch and other NAP leaders on treason charges,
dissolved.
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Leaders of the National Awami Party addressing a protest meeting in Quetta (1973).

During the last two decades of the 20th century, the Baloch political mobilization
remained focussed against indiscriminate exploitation of the Baloch natural
resources by Pakistan. Announcements regarding the exploration of natural
resources without taking into consideration the reservations shown by the Baloch
leadership; plans for colonizing the coastal regions of Balochistan by bringing in
millions of non-Baloch from Punjab and other areas of the country in order to bring
about demographic changes, and preparations for the establishment of more
military cantonments in Balochistan were factors which prompted the Baloch
nationalists to take defensive measures. Ultimately, a series of military and political
events created the situation in which a bloody showdown became inevitable
between Pakistan and the Baloch.
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4.

THE BALOCH SUFFERINGS IN THE 21ST CENTURY.
The tension which began during the last decades of the 20th century between
Pakistani authorities and the Baloch nationalists erupted in open confrontation in
the 21st century. In the contemporary conﬂict which practically began in 2002,
the Baloch are suffering immense losses in men and material while Pakistan is
continuing its policy of ruthlessly crushing the Baloch national aspirations using
excessive force and inhumane tactics.
Pakistani military establishment got the blessings of the civilized world
At the dawn of 21stcentury, Pakistan was under a new Martial Law regime.
Fortunately for General Pervez Musharraf, its regime got a much-needed boost
from events of September 11, 2001, in the United States when terrorists attacked
Twin Towers in New York. The United States and its allies blamed the Taliban
government of Afghanistan and Osama bin Laden for the planning and execution
of this attack and decided to invade Afghanistan after the Taliban government
refused to deliver Osama bin Laden to the United States. For attacking
Afghanistan and ousting the Taliban government in Kabul, the support of the
Pakistani military establishment was thought necessary. Thus the Pakistani
military regime was granted international recognition, offered diplomatic
support and handsome ﬁnancial assistance.
A ﬁght to the ﬁnish
The Pakistani establishment found the unconditional and all-out support of the
civilized world in the wake of the September 11 attacks in New York, as an
opportunity to complete its long term agenda of doing away with the Baloch
national question once and for all. As a result, the Baloch and Pakistan became
involved in a head-on collision. A bloody and protracted resistance movement
began in Balochistan with tales of horror and brutalities.
In December 2005, the Pakistani ruler General Pervez Musharraf told the media
in Lahore that past governments in Pakistan showed leniency towards the Baloch
leadership by making deals with them. He asserted that his government was
determined to establish its writ in Balochistan and this time it would be a ﬁght to
the ﬁnish.
The Baloch political mobilization
Exploration of the natural resources of Balochistan, bringing about demographic
changes in the guise of developing the Baloch coastal region together with the
establishment of three more military cantonments in Balochistan, were the main
elements of the new strategy of Pakistan to deal with the Baloch national
question. In the guise of developing the ﬁshing port of Gwadar into a deep
seaport, hundreds and thousands of acres of land were forcibly acquired from the
local population and sold to serving and retired military personnel and Punjabi
businessmen.
22

General Parvez Musharraf, military ruler of Pakistan (1999-2008).

In 2002, Mr. Shoukat Aziz, the ﬁnance minister of the military regime, announced a
plan to relocate 2.5 million people from outside Balochistan into the Gwadar area by
2025. This was a blatant move to bring about demographic changes in Balochistan.
To counter any resistance from the Baloch, it was announced that three new army
cantonments and a naval base would be established in Balochistan. These proposed
plans were considered an act of war by the Baloch.

Resource exploitation in Balochistan through the barrel of a gun.
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With increasingly aggressive measures of the state, the political response of the
Baloch was to mobilize the masses under the banner of Pakistan Oppressed
Nationalities Movement (PONM) which was an alliance of Baloch, Pakhtun, Seraiki
and Sindhi nationalists. Sardar Ataullah Mengal was instrumental in the formation of
PONM which demanded a confederation of all nationalities comprising Pakistan.
PONM later became ineffective when Sardar Ataullah Mengal again went into exile
and lived in the UK for many years.
In 2003, a four-party alliance of Baloch nationalists was formed to galvanize support
among the masses to counter the measures taken by the military government
against Balochistan. It was composed of JamhooriWatan Party (JWP) of Nawab Akbar
Bugti, Balochistan National Party (BNP) of Sardar Ataullah Mengal, National Party
(NP) of Dr. Abdul Hayee and Baloch HaqTawar of Nawab Khair Bakhsh Marri.
Balochistan was engulfed in a new wave of political agitation with increased
participation from all segments of society. In 2004, the alliance tried to formulate
recommendations as to the basis of a negotiated settlement on the issue, with the
military regime. However, as the establishment had already opted for a violent
confrontation, political moves were soon overtaken by aggressive behavior and the
saber-rattling by the army and its intelligence agencies.
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leaders of the four-party Baloch alliance: From top left Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti,
Nawab Khair Baksh Marri, Sardar Akhtar Mengal and Dr. Abdul Hayee Baloch.

Murder of Nawab Akber Bugti
With the political mobilization on the part the Baloch nationalist parties, the army
was mobilized and poised for military operation in every district of Balochistan. The
show of muscle power by the state soon transformed from a political confrontation
into an armed conﬂict. The Baloch sense of frustration and alienation was growing
amid military provocations. Instead of addressing the Baloch grievances politically
and through negotiations, the military government resorted to greater use of force.
General Musharraf added fuel to the ﬁre when he publicly gave an ultimatum to the
Baloch by saying that “Don't push us. This isn't the 1970s when you can hit and run
and hide in the mountains. This time you won't even know what hit you.” This
statement further fuelled the already inﬂammable situation as the Baloch took it as
an insult and a threat to their national honor. Pakistani army units were deployed
and troops blockaded the town of Dera Bugti, alleging that the head of the Bugti tribe
was protecting rebels who were sabotaging the infrastructure for the extraction of
natural gas.
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In a bid to physically eliminate the most politically active of veteran nationalist
leaders, on March 17, 2005, the paramilitary forces bombed and shelled the residence
of Nawab Bugti

A protest demonstration in Quetta by Baloch activists.

and its surrounding areas for many hours. Nawab Akber Bugti was not hurt but 67
people died and more than a hundred were injured. Several houses and a Hindu
temple was reduced to rubbles. In follow up operations in the area, thousands were
forced to ﬂee their homes. The Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP)
reported accounts of summary executions of the Baloch by Pakistani forces. Various
human rights organizations and the Baloch nationalist parties presented evidence of
widespread instances of disappearance and inhuman torture of arrested persons by
security agencies. Dera Bugti became a ghost town with frequent bombardment by
security forces. The HRCP reported that up to 85 percent of the 22,000-26,000
inhabitants of Dera Bugti had ﬂed their homes after artillery shells repeatedly hit the
town. Similar reports of displacement were also published by HRCP for Kohlu region
where thousands were forced to vacate their abodes. There were alarming accounts
of summary executions, allegedly carried out by paramilitary forces.
The
indiscriminate bombardments of Baloch settlements were reported and the army
used heavy artillery and launched airstrikes against several villages presumed to be
insurgent bases, in which many hundreds of women and children were killed and
injured. In July 2006, General Pervez Musharraf reiterated his government’s stance
that his regime was determined to re-establish its control on Balochistan at all costs.
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Some images of the victims of the military’s bombardment on Dera Bugti ( March 17, 2005).

The constant rocket attacks and artillery bombardment on Dera Bugti town forced the 80
years old Nawab Akber Bugti to leave the township. He camped himself in the Chalgri area
of Bhamboor hills of Dera Bugti district. On August 24, 2006, the Pakistan army launched a
massive operation in the area involving air crafts, gunship helicopters, and elite commando
units. Nawab Bugti was killed, along with 37 of his companions on August 26, 2006. It was a
well-planned murder of a respected leader of the Baloch national resistance by the
Pakistani military.
His death triggered massive anti-government protests. The Baloch in various regions of
Pakistan and all over the world expressed their grief over his murder by taking out rallies
and demonstrations. In October 2006, the Baloch nationalists in a hastily arranged a grand
jirga of tribal elite and political parties, in Kalat, demanded that Pakistani army should
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vacate Balochistan and the status of Balochistan in Pakistan should be renegotiated
between the representatives of the Baloch and the state. The Jirga tasked Mir Suleiman
Daud, the grandson of the last Khan of the Baloch state, to plead the case for the
independence of Balochistan in the International Court of Justice in The Hague.
A tale of blood and tears
The Baloch conﬂict with Pakistan in the 21st century is a tale of blood and tears. It brought
much devastation for the Baloch in men and material. Compared to all other periods of
active hostility between the Baloch and Pakistan, the highest numbers of casualties,
disappearances, and displacement of population occurred in the present conﬂict.
As early as in 2004, the federal interior minister of Pakistan, Mr. Faisal Saleh Hayat, warned
the agitating Baloch nationalists, that the government was poised to launch a crush
program against “subversive elements” in the province. The massive crackdown was
brought about on the Baloch political activists. On Dec 8, 2005, the minister stated that only
4,000 people had been arrested in Balochistan. The security agencies clamped down on the
Baloch nationalists and in early 2006, BNP sources claimed that at least 180 people have
died in bombings, 122 children have been killed by troops and thousands of people have
been arrested throughout Balochistan including worst hit Turbat, Gwadar, Awaran, Kalat,
Dera Bugti, Kohlu and Nushki since the beginning of the military campaign. The four-party
Baloch Alliance and PONM accused Islamabad of having launched unannounced military
aggressions in Balochistan.
The Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) and Amnesty International in their
reports mentioned massive human rights violations by security agencies during 2005 and
2006. They mentioned evidence of death and injuries among civilians during indiscriminate
use of aerial and artillery bombardments on civilian targets. They reported several cases of
torture, extrajudicial killings, disappearances and accused security forces of carrying out
summary executions. The International Crisis Group (ICG) in 2006, appealed to the
international community to pressurize the Pakistani government to end all practices that
violate international human rights like torture, arbitrary arrests, and extrajudicial killings
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A blind-folded Baloch youth is being taken away by security personnel.
Thousands of such people were kept in dungeons remain incommunicado for years.

Thousands of political activists were rounded up by security agencies under the anti
terrorism law. Most affected were the workers of Nawab Bugti’s Jamhoori Watan Party, the
Baloch National Movement, and the Balochistan National Party. Former Chief Minister of
Balochistan, Sardar Akhtar Mengal, and leader of Balochistan National Party was arrested
during November 2006, when he announced that he would lead a long march from Gwadar
to Quetta. He was tried in an anti-terrorism court, kept in a cage and humiliated in prison.
In 2008, the Asian Human Rights Commission observed that Balochistan was the worst hit
by the violence perpetrated by armed forces, including the Army and Air Force. Murder of
Mir Balaach Mari On November 21, 2007, Mir Balaach Mari, who was a prominent ﬁgure in
the Baloch national resistance, died in mysterious circumstances. Majority of the Baloch
believe that he was murdered by Pakistani security agencies in Afghanistan where he had
sought refuge following the crackdown in the Mari and Bugti areas in the wake of the
murder of Nawab Akber Bugti in 2006. Mir Balaach Mari was one of six sons of Nawab Khair
Bakhsh Mari and believed to be the political heir of the veteran Baloch leader.
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Balaach Mari: killed in mysterious circumstance.

Forced disappearances and illegal detentions
In the ongoing conﬂict between the Baloch and Pakistan, forced disappearances and illegal
detentions are being used by the state as tools against the Baloch resistance. In 2007, the
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan estimated the missing persons as 600. The Human
Rights Watch found out that the government agencies involved in enforced disappearances
were Military Intelligence (MI), the Frontier Corps (FC), and the Directorate for
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) and the Intelligence Bureau (IB). In 2008, according to the
Asian Human Rights Commission and veriﬁed by the Interior Minister of Pakistan, Rehman
Malik, at least 1,100 persons were included in the list of disappeared. A dossier published by
Balochistan National Party (BNP) in 2009 claimed that 9000 people were being illegally
detained in Balochistan. In September 2010, Defence of Human Rights, an Islamabad based
human rights group, has put the number of the missing persons as 1700. In 2010, the Chief
Minister of Balochistan, Nawab Aslam Raisani publicly accused the security forces of
Pakistan of abductions and extrajudicial killings in the province. In July 2011, the Human
Rights Watch in its report highlighted draconian tactics used by the military, the
paramilitary Frontier Corps (FC) and intelligence services against Baloch political activists.
The Human Rights Watch observed that an upsurge in the number of missing persons and
the ‘Kill and Dump’ policy, in which the bodies of the Baloch activists are abandoned after
the extra-judicial killing, had brought brutality in the province to an unprecedented level. 1n
2015, the Interior Minister of Pakistan, Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan disclosed that since June
2014, more than 10,000 intelligence-based operations had been carried out, mainly in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan, in which some 36,000 persons accused of serious
crimes,
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including terrorism and extremism, were arrested. On April 27, 2016, the interior minister in
the government of Balochistan claimed that security forces arrested 12234 persons and
killed 334 during the last two years. On August 30, 2016, the Defence of Human Rights
organization claimed that 549 people have been kidnapped by the security agencies
between January and August. The majority of these persons were from Balochistan.

Voice for Baloch Missing Persons (VBMP)’s protest camp outside the Quetta Press Club.

In 2018, Sardar Akhtar Mengal, the leader of Balochistan National Party, submitted a list of
missing persons since 2011 in the National Assembly of Pakistan. This list was compiled by
different Baloch human rights groups. According to this list, the total number of missing
persons for the period from 2011 to 2018 is 3732. Various Baloch human rights groups and
Balochistan National Party has compiled a list of 316 people who have been missing during
the period from January 2019 to June 2019.
Kill and dump policy: the death squads
Abducting political activists, keeping them in illegal detention, inﬂicting inhuman torture
and then dumping their mutilated bodies in remote and desolate areas in Balochistan has
been another tool in the Pakistani war in Balochistan. In a planned way, the security
agencies tried to physically wipe out the cream of the Baloch society. Anti-social and
extremist religious elements organized by state security agencies were used in identifying,
kidnapping and dumping bodies of the Baloch nationalist activists. They are popularly
known in Balochistan as the army’s ‘death squads’.
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Relatives of one of the missing persons calling for the recovery of their loved ones.

According to lists provided by nationalist parties and Baloch human right organizations,
during 2007, 938 Baloch political activists, intellectuals, writers, students, doctors,
engineers, and tribal elite were killed by the army in Balochistan. During 2008, 635 Baloch
activists were killed either by security forces, intelligence agencies or their proxy militias
and death squads. During 2009, 1104 people were killed which included well known political
ﬁgures and intellectual personalities.

Mutilated dead bodies of Baloch student leader Qambar Chakar & journalist Ilyas Nazar
who were tortured to death by the security agencies on 05 January 2011.
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Mutilated dead bodies of the Baloch activists dumped on roadside by the security forces of Pakistan (2014).

On 22nd February 2009, an assassination attempt was made on the life of a prominent
scholar, writer and Chairman of the Balochi Academy, Mir Jan Muhammad Dashti, in which
he luckily escaped death but he had to undergo several years of treatment in various UK
hospitals.
On 9 April 2009, president of Baloch National Movement (BNM) Ghulam Muhammad Baloch,
vice president, Lala Munir Baloch, and the Joint Secretary of Baloch Republican Party (BRP)
Sher Muhammad Baloch were picked up from Turbat town by the security agencies when
they were conferring with their lawyers, after attending a court proceeding. They were shot
dead and their bodies were supposedly thrown from helicopters. Their mutilated bodies
were found 40 kilometers away from Turbat town. On 14 July 2010, Habib Jalib, the General
Secretary of Balochistan National Party was murdered by one of the state’s death squads.
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Habib Jalib.

Jan Mohammad Dashti.

Professor Saba Dashtyari.

On June 1, 2011, Professor Saba Dashtyari, a literary person afﬁliated with the national
resistance was assassinated by the security agencies. Several writers, singers, and poets
became victims of target killings by security agencies and their proxy death squads since
the start of the present conﬂict.
In 2016, Dr. Abdul Manan, the Secretary General of Baloch National Movement along with
his four friends were killed by the security forces of Pakistan in Mastung region of
Balochistan. Their bodies were found with torture and bullet injuries.

Dr. Abdul Manan.

Ghulam Muhammad, Sher Muhammad, and Lala Munir Baloch.

According to the Human Rights Watch and Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, 143
bodies of missing persons were found during 2012. It was not only leaders and political
activists but family members of the Baloch nationalists were also targeted by security
agencies. The wife of Sardar Bakhtiar Domiki, who was also the sister of Republican Party
leader Mir Brahamdag Bugti was killed by the Military Intelligence agency in 2012 along with
her teenage daughter. Many family members of Dr. Allah Nazar who is a prominent leader of
Baloch national resistance was also murdered by security agencies in recent years. The wife
of Dr. Allah Nazar was arrested and kept in the Army Cantonment for several days and
released after severe protests in Balochistan. According to the BNM
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information secretary, during the month of August 2016 alone, 157 mutilated bodies
of the Baloch activists were dumped by security forces
Baloch Human Rights organizations list 92 persons as the victim of “Kill and Dump”
policy of the state during the ﬁrst half of 2019. The veriﬁed numbers of killed and
missing persons during the last 15 years are in thousands.
The phenomenon of mass graves
Dumping of the bodies of the Baloch activists is another ugly phenomenon in the
protracted war in Balochistan. In December 2013, a mass grave was discovered from
Tootak, Khuzdar district of Balochistan. Some of the remains were identiﬁed as
persons picked up by the army’s death squads on different occasions. On January 25,
2015, three other mass graves were found after one of them was discovered by a
shepherd who saw pieces of human bodies and bones. Another mass grave was
discovered on February 20, 2017, with several bodies belonging to the Bugti tribe.
One can imagine the psychological ramiﬁcations on the families of those whose
mutilated bodies were discovered in mass graves

On January 27, 2014, the Asian Human Rights Commission (AHRC) expressed shock
and deep concern over the discovery of mass graves in Balochistan. It expressed its
concern on the news that these graves are of Baloch missing persons who were
arrested and subsequently extra-judicially killed. On 28 December 2016, BBC
reported the news accusing Pakistani security agencies of mass murdering of people
in Balochistan.
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The phenomenon of mutilated bodies
One of the gruesome acts of security forces of Pakistan is the mutilation of the
bodies. Dozens of cases have been recorded by human rights groups in which the
dumped bodies of the Baloch activists were found with body parts missing. Some of
them have their bodies marked with slogans of “Long Live Pakistan” or “Allah is great”
made with knives or sharp objects.

5.

PAKISTANI RESPONSE TO THE BALOCH NATIONAL
STRUGGLE.
The Pakistani modus operandi to counter the Baloch national aspirations have
been multifaceted. It had persistently implemented a policy of introducing
religious fundamentalism, use of terror against the Baloch nationalist activists,
and strategies for converting the Baloch into a minority.
Making the Baloch “Perfect Muslims”
Historically, the Baloch nationalist politics has always been based on secular and
democratic principles. Socially, the Baloch identity regarding their religious
beliefs is signiﬁcantly different from their neighboring nations with a clear
attitude toward religious tolerance. They have an observable liberal and secular
mindset compare with the Persian, Afghan, and Pakistani fanatical religious
mindset. Religion was never politicalized by the Baloch and it always remained in
the personal sphere and tradition, without becoming a real socio-political
imperative. However, in order to dilute the Baloch national resistance, in recent
decades, Pakistan adopted policies in order to introduce religion systematically
as a political factor in Baloch society. The mission of extricating them from the
‘darkness of ignorance’ and saving their souls by making the Baloch
become“perfect Muslims” is the crux of Pakistan’s colonial doctrine. A web of
mosques and religious schools was established throughout Balochistan from the
1970s. With massive state funding, mullahs (priests) are becoming increasingly
prominent in Baloch society, both socially and politically.
Terrorize to subdue
The state security establishment of Pakistan, as a policy matter committed
massacres and extra-judicial killings in Balochistan. Thousands of the Baloch
have disappeared, thousands are being held illegally and the dead bodies of the
Baloch social and political activists have been dumped by the security forces with
visible marks of inhuman torture. Destruction and burning of the Baloch
settlements and displacement of thousands are acts of terror perpetrated by the
Pakistani state
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The Baloch are facing such humiliations on a daily basis.

Various extremist religious groups were created not only to carry out subversive
activities against Afghanistan or India but also to be used in the targeted killing of
Baloch nationalist activists. Some of these outﬁts are known to be practically
involved in kidnapping and dumping of bodies of the murdered nationalist activists.
Military and civil intelligence agencies with the help of their auxiliary militias, death
squads and religious outﬁts are involved in forced disappearances and illegal
detentions of Baloch intellectuals, tribal elite, social personalities and political
activists since 2004. According to the Human Rights Watch, which concurs on this
point with the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, there seems to be little doubt
about the fact that most of these disappearances and dumping of bodies was
perpetrated by Pakistan’s intelligence agencies and the paramilitary Frontier Corps.
They often act in conjunction with the local police. In most of the documented
cases, the perpetrators acted openly in broad daylight, sometimes in busy public
areas, with apparently little concern for the presence of numerous witnesses.
Balochistan: a war zone
As the state of Pakistan has only been relying on military repression in dealing with
the Baloch national question, the increased deployment of security forces has always
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been a prime requirement. Since 2000, several new cantonments were established in
various parts of Balochistan, making the number of cantonments to six, practically
converting Balochistan into a war zone. Military roads and other infrastructure
necessary for troop movements were developed on emergency footings. After every
25 Kilometers, checkpoint has been established manned either by regular army units
or paramilitary forces

Military patrolling the streets of Quetta city, Balochistan.

Punishing the whole community
The draconian policy of imposing collective punishment adopted by the Pakistani
security agencies is being carried out with impunity in a 21stcentury world. With any
resistance activity against the security forces, the nearby villages would be raided
and mass punishment given to the civilian population. Frequent raids on villages,
burning of houses and forcing the inhabitants to vacate their dwellings are examples
of the collective and arbitrary measures in the protracted conﬂict. In the process of
implementing this strategy, thousands of people have been forced to leave their
homes. Worst affected are Kohlu, Dera Bugti, Awaran, Punjgur and Kech districts
where several settlements and villages are now ghost areas. According to Baloch
nationalist sources, one of the objectives of this policy is to clear the area of the
Baloch population from where the proposed ‘ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor’
(CPEC) is established.
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The aim of such barbaric actions appears to be intimidating the Baloch population
into docile submission. It is also seeking to break the morale of the masses who are
wholeheartedly behind the Baloch national resistance.
The collective punishment is aimed at destroying the sinews that link the Baloch
masses with the national resistance, and institutions afﬁliated with the national

Burnt houses in Mushkey, Awaran district of Balochistan.

As a consequence of the indiscriminate punishment of the people, nearly a million
people have been internally displaced or ﬂed the country and now are living as
refugees in various countries of the world.
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Pakistan army soldiers relaxing after burning a Baloch settlement.

Targeting the cream of Baloch society
During the last 14 years, many of the Baloch political activists, intellectuals, doctors,
engineers, artists, journalists, and tribal elders have been taken away by the Pakistani
intelligence agencies and the military. The International Crisis Group, Amnesty
International, the International Committee of Red Cross, the Asian Human Rights
Commission, the United Nations High Commission for Refugees, Human Rights
Commission of Pakistan and various Baloch human rights groups in their various reports
have graphically detailed numerous high proﬁle cases where prominent personalities have
been targeted. In a horrible act of state terrorism, more than a hundred lawyers were killed
and many were wounded in a suicide attack in Quetta in the month of July 2016. Many
Baloch and Pashtun political ﬁgures openly blamed the Inter-Services Intelligence agency
(ISI) of Pakistan as the perpetrator of the act through one of its proxy religious
organizations.
Acts of genocide
To counter the Baloch resistance against subjugation, Pakistan used force with a Jihadist
fervor. Many actions of Pakistani security forces and its auxiliary organizations clearly come
into the category of war crimes according to UN covenants to the General Assembly
resolutions. General Assembly Resolution 3103 (XXVIII) adopted on December 12, 1973,
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states that the armed conﬂicts involving the struggle of peoples against colonial and alien
domination and racist regimes are to be regarded as international armed conﬂicts in the
sense of the 1949 Geneva Conventions and the legal status envisaged to apply to the
combatants in the 1949 Geneva Conventions and other international Instruments should
apply to the persons engaged in armed struggle against colonial and alien domination and
racist regimes.

Baloch women demonstrating against forced disappearances in Quetta (November 2018).

Assimilating strategies
Assimilation strategies adopted by the state include an emphasis on the fallacious
concept of “Islamic nationhood” which is the negation of all national identities. The
school curriculum in Pakistan blatantly fabricating historical facts and human social
values and rigidly follow the classical colonial approach which bears no relationship
to historical and regional realities. Notorious plunderers and savage rulers of the
Middle East and Central Asia during the middle ages are being portrayed as national
heroes. The curriculum emphasizes the negation of other languages and cultures.
The history and culture of the Baloch and other constituent nationalities are totally
ignored. The imposition of Urdu as the national language and medium of instruction
is also in line with strategies to dominate the languages of the Baloch and other
nationalities. This policy has paved the way for the extinction of the
thousand-year-old Balochi language. The imposition of socio-cultural values of a
group of refugees over cherished Baloch socio-cultural traditions is one of the
ugliest among the assimilation strategies.
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The Chinese neo-colonial designs in Balochistan
China has well-established military and economic relationships with Pakistan.
Pakistan is not only the consumer market for Chinese goods but also a place of
unaccountable exploitation of natural resources. China has been involved in the
ruthless exploitation of mineral resources in Balochistan; nearly exhausting the gold
and copper reserves in Saindak. In 2015, China signed various agreements with
Pakistan, investing 46 billion dollars as part of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)

to build road and rail links from Gwadar to Western China. Gwadar will be a Chinese naval
outpost on the Indian Ocean designed to protect Beijing’s oil supply lines from the Middle
East. There are talks of Chinese insistence to ﬁnish by force any Baloch resistance before
the start of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The Pakistani army has been
ordered to clear the route of the proposed road and rail links from Gwadar to Western
Chinese cities by either wholesale killing of the local population or by internally displacing
them.

Gwadar port is leased out to China under CPEC (China Pakistan Economic Corridor).

Kill and dump policy: the death squads
Balochistan is in turmoil. The people are living in a state of the siege while the Pakistani
authorities convey the impression to the international community that the situation in
Balochistan is under control and that the national resistance of the Baloch has been
contained or crushed. But the fact is that on the one hand, the Baloch are insisting on the
acceptance of their demand of the right of national self-determination under the auspices
of UN or the European Union and on the other hand, the military establishment is
continuing with the implementation of its own ‘ﬁght to ﬁnish’ policy. The army and the
Baloch resistance have been locked in a bloody, protracted and devastating confrontation
with no side appearing as the winner at present. The tale of blood and tears in Balochistan
is continuing and Pakistan justiﬁes its ruthless and brutal actions against the Baloch, as part
of its efforts to maintain the writ of the state.
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6. THE BALOCH NATIONAL QUESTION IN PAKISTAN
Pakistan is a peculiar case in the political history of the world. This was the ﬁrst
state created on the basis of religious faith. From the very beginning, it has
struggled to manufacture a nation out of nothing. With the occupation of their
land in 1948, the Baloch national aspirations have faced the onslaught of the
artiﬁcially created state.
Pakistan claims its legitimacy as a state gifted from Allah and thus not answerable
to anyone or bound to obey recognized international laws or norms of the
civilized world with regard to the running of state affairs. It constitutes a
post-World War II colonial order and is dedicated to the political and economic
hegemony of the Punjabi nationality, sustaining itself on an ideology based on
religious bigotry. The pillar on which the state nationalism of Pakistan is based is
the brutal and inhuman use of state power in order to assimilate national
minorities.
After the creation of Pakistan, in order to sustain the grip on different national
entities, and to strengthen the hold of the ruling alliance over the state
apparatus, strict imposition of “Islamic Ideology” became imperative. The alliance
which was handed over the power by the British colonial administrators was
composed of Punjabi landlord politicians, civil bureaucrats, army personnel
belonging to the western part of a divided Punjab, religious elements (Mullahs)
and the refugees (Muhajir) from the north Indian provinces of Bihar, and the
United Province. The Muhajir/ Mullah/ Punjabi-dominated civil and military
bureaucracy acquired almost unchallenged control over the levers of state
power. The cultural traditions of a refugee group (Urdu speaking muhajirs) were
adopted as the national culture of the state where the population of Bengal,
Sindh, Pashtunistan, and Balochistan had languages and cultural traditions going
back many thousands of years.
Having superﬂuous and artiﬁcial ideological foundations and a ruling elite with
no roots in the country, Pakistan became a laboratory for all kinds of hypocrisy
and social, economic and cultural corruption. With the passing of time,
truthfulness, dignity, honor, and sincerity became anathema in Pakistani
socio-political practices.
Over a period of time, Pakistan became a security state and the military became
the de facto ruler of the state, whether this was an overt takeover of the
government or behind the scenes governance using puppet politicians as a
facade.
The Baloch political mobilization
Pakistani “Islamic nationalism” is a mix of Arab-Persian and Turko-Mongol
sociocultural traditions. In a bid to dissociate themselves from the Indian
socio-religious and historical roots, in Pakistani historical narratives, the history
of the sub-continent practically begins with the invasion of Bedouin Arabs on
Sindh during 7thcentury. All adventurers, plunderers, and invaders of India who
came from the Middle East or Central Asia such as Muhammad bin Qasim,
Mahmud Ghaznavi, Ghuris, Suris, Mongols,
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Timurids, and Abdali have been given the status of national heroes of Pakistan. School
textbooks not only teach a ﬁctitious version of history, but Islam is also being portrayed in
a way which supports the oppression of the minority nationalities in the name of “Allah and
Islamic solidarity”. The education system is aimed at creating a population of fanatic
adherent to a falsiﬁed religious doctrine based on hatred towards the followers of other
faiths. Students graduating from state institutions are armed with the non-existent past
glories of a non-existent Islamic nation and with a ﬁrm belief of a guaranteed place in
paradise for those who fought in the ‘way of Allah’.
In Pakistan, any objection, criticism or discussion on state ideology is not only anti-state or
treasonous but also anti-Islamic. The use of state violence became necessary in Pakistan
because the ruling alliance dominated by Punjab had nothing in common with the Baloch or
other national entities in Pakistan except that of their religious beliefs. The futile efforts of
the establishment to create a national consciousness for the state is based on self-imposed
ignorance. As once observed by the veteran Baloch leader, Sardar Ataullah Mengal, it is now
too late and a rather impossible task to correct the wrongs and to bring Pakistan’s political
and ideological footing into harmony with the socio-political realities of the world. Even in
21stcentury Pakistan, the ruling military establishment is persistent in its refusal to
recognize the multi-national character of the state. For the ruling alliance, the integrity and
solidarity of the country is based on its Islamic character and the perception of an
overwhelming threat from inﬁdel powers like India and the West.
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The Genocide and ethnocide acts of Pakistan
The term genocide refers to violent crimes committed against a people with the intent to
destroy its existence as a group. According to the n UN, it is to commit following acts with
the intent to destroy in whole or in part of, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inﬂicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about
its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group (UNO, 1948).
Assimilation is the imposition of an alien language, culture, religious beliefs and national
myths on a subjugated national entity by the dominant nation. In other words, this is
ethnocide which is the destruction of a people’s culture.
Pakistan has signed various international covenants regarding human right issues including
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESR), the Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC), and the International Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (ICERD). Pakistan is violating every one of these conventions regarding the
Baloch. It is violating the UN resolutions with impunity.
The genocidal actions of Pakistan in Balochistan have been going on for many years.

The perpetrators of human rights violations in Balochistan are given impunity
by the military-controlled legal system in Pakistan.
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The Baloch national aspirations
The Baloch national struggle is the reaction of negating their national identity by the
Pakistani state. It is a struggle to retain their socio-cultural traditions. It is to regain the
Baloch national sovereignty. It is a national endeavor to regain their national pride
exercising internationally recognized the right to national self-determination.
In 1948, Pakistan occupied the Baloch state of Kalat which was the symbol of the Baloch
national identity and sovereignty. As Pakistan came out of the blue, it was hard for them to
digest the fact that their 300-year-old state had suddenly become part of a newly created
religious state. It was hard for them to recognize Muhammad Ali Jinnah, as the ‘Great
Leader’ (In Pakistan, Mr. Jinnah is being termed as Quaid e Azam-the great leader). This man
was the very lawyer, whom their Khan hired to plead the case of the leased areas of
Balochistan with the withdrawing colonial administration. They believed he had betrayed
them by not only mispleading their case with the British authorities but also invaded and
occupied their state after being installed as the ﬁrst Governor-General of Pakistan.
Even after the collapse of several resistance movements against Pakistan, the Baloch in their
hearts, have never accepted the occupation and subjugation. However, during the initial
years of Pakistan, the Baloch leadership, having no option, in a way, accepted as fait
accompli or a “historical tragedy” the inevitability of becoming part of the new religious
state. They focused their political struggle on demanding greater autonomy within a
federated Pakistan. They joined the progressive and nationalist leaders from Sindh,
Pashtunistan, and Bengal in united fronts and in single parties to ally their struggle with that
of other nationalities. Although, they became part of the political process but were strongly
opposed to any role of religion in the state affairs and wanted an appropriate state structure
run on the basis of secularism, federalism and democratic principles
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The peaceful dissent in Balochistan has always received a Military Response from Pakistan.

The Pakistani establishment has been very derisive of Baloch socio-cultural
traditions from the very beginning. There began a planned strategy to falsify the
history of the region in order to belittle the Baloch as a nationality. With the
occupation of Balochistan in 1948, came a set of alien laws and edicts which the
Baloch considered repugnant to the spirit of Baloch traditions and customary laws.
Concerted efforts were made to distort and mutilate the history of the region in the
textbooks and publications in order to conceal the Baloch national, political and
social existence in the region now comprising Pakistan. The language of the Indian
immigrants was imposed as the national language of the state and the medium of
instruction in schools, colleges, and universities. The imposition of alien cultural and
social traditions at the expense of the Baloch social values; the economic
exploitation and violent curbing of any activity from the Baloch political and tribal
elite for social, political, and economic rights resulted in a protracted national
resistance against Pakistan. The Baloch national struggle has the expression of the
Baloch will to resist subjugation and exploitation by an artiﬁcial and fundamentalist
religious state which had no historical, legal or moral justiﬁcation for ruling the
Baloch or occupying their land.
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The Baloch are among the poorest people of the world but their land is one of the
richest. Soon after occupation, Pakistan initiated a process of ruthless exploitation of
natural and mineral resources in Balochistan. With Balochistan giving Pakistan
billions of dollars in natural resources no development work was initiated in
Balochistan. The perception gained ﬁrm ground among the Baloch that it is only the
natural resources of their land, which Pakistan needed, not the people as there was
no attempt to utilize the natural wealth of Balochistan to the beneﬁt of Baloch
people.
The essence of Baloch nationalism is the strong urge for living a life in accordance
with their own cultural values and social traditions; an overwhelming love for their
land; and rejection of foreign domination. The Baloch national aspirations involve
honoring their human rights, national identity, and sovereignty. They are not ready
to abandon the dream of regaining their lost sovereignty.
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7.

THE BALOCH DESERVE JUSTICE.
While the Baloch believe that their resistance is to preserve the national identity
and to regain the sovereign status, the Pakistani state is following a policy of ﬁght
in order to ﬁnish the issue once and for all. The Baloch are facing brutalities of
immense proportions and the protracted conﬂict caused the murder of
thousands and dislocation of millions of the Baloch. The state is targeting the
cream of Baloch society and many prominent personalities, political activists,
intellectuals, journalists, doctors, engineers, and artists have been physically
eliminated by security forces or their proxy death squads and auxiliary
para-military units. The armed aggression by Pakistan is to settle the Baloch
national question by force in order to perpetuate the exploitation of its natural
resources for the beneﬁt of ruling Punjabi nationality. The hallmark of the
ongoing conﬂict in Balochistan has been the excessive violations of human rights
by the state security apparatus. With the increased mobilization of the army,
Balochistan has been transformed into a war zone.

The arrested Baloch activists are being taken to an unknown destination.
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Rich land, poor people: Balochistan resources worth Trillions of Dollars are being exploited
while above 80% of its population lives below the poverty line.

Pakistan not only invaded and occupied their land but also made intrusions in their
sociocultural way of life. Their history has been distorted, their language is at the brink of
extinction and their secular beliefs are being overshadowed by a fundamentalist Islamic
social outlook. The Baloch want to live in freedom and dignity in their own land according
to their own socio-cultural traditions. The Baloch national struggle is based on an
interpretation of speciﬁc rights in international law or conventions and the more general
right of all nations to self-determination.

The Right of Self Determination is included in the UN Charter as a basic human right.
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The right of self-determination for colonized nations was declared as an inalienable right by
the United Nation. In this context, the Baloch national resistance is a genuine exercise of
the right sanctioned by international law. However, the international community has
ignored the long-standing Baloch national question.
Resolving the Baloch national question is in the interest of the international community.
The powerful stakeholders in the war against international terrorism, emanating from
Islamic fundamentalism, have ignored the importance of the Baloch national question as an
important fulcrum for changing the balance of power between Islamic fanaticism and the
democratic-secular forces in the region. The Baloch with their secular mindset and with
their geographic location in the center of the region, surrounded by the intolerant religious
and fanatical mind-sets of the Arabs, Persians, Afghan, and Pakistanis, can play a vital role in
bringing peace and stability in this volatile region. The emergence of democratic and
secular sovereign states in the region as a result of granting the right of self-determination
to the Baloch and other oppressed nations will contribute to regional peace and
international security.
The Baloch conﬂict with Pakistan is a tale of oppression, subjugation, and ruthlessness on
the part of power occupying the Baloch land. The Baloch are trapped in the vice grip of
religious fundamentalist state. This has led to human suffering on a genocidal scale. The
conﬂict is among the bloodiest and protracted national struggles in contemporary history.
The silence of the international community on the plight of millions of the Baloch is a black
stain on the conscience of humanity. Blood and tears should no longer be the destiny of the
Baloch. The Baloch deserve dignity, liberty, and prosperity in a peaceful way. The
International community must act before it is too late for the Baloch. The Baloch conﬂict
with Pakistan needs resolution, and the intervention of the international community is
imperative in this respect.
The resolution of the protracted conﬂict of the Baloch with Pakistan lies in creating a polity
that recognizes the legitimate national rights of the Baloch. The only peaceful solution of
the conﬂict with Pakistan is ascertaining the free will of the Baloch people by holding a
referendum under the auspices of the UN, after putting the entire Baloch land under the
mandate of the UN for a speciﬁed period.
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About Baloch Human Rights Council
The Baloch Human Rights Council (BHRC) is an international non-proﬁt
organization dedicated at championing the cause of Baloch human rights
in Iran and Pakistan. The aim of the organization is to highlight the
never-ending human rights violations committed in Balochistan, almost on
a daily basis, by the twin governments of Pakistan and Iran. For decades,
the Baloch have had to undergo most horriﬁc atrocities at the hands of
security establishments of both states. The cruel irony is that both these
countries are signatories to the United Nations’ Universal Declaration and
its Charter of Human Rights but the fact of the matter is that neither of
them has shown any respect for these covenants as far as their treatment
of the Baloch people is concerned. The human rights’ situation in the whole
of Balochistan has become extremely critical since the beginning of this
century. The Baloch Human Rights Council (BHRC) since its formation in
2008 has been endeavoring tirelessly to help the Baloch people in this
critical juncture of their national history by highlighting the gravity of the
humanitarian crisis prevailing in Balochistan in international fora. The
BHRC believes that like other peoples in the world, the Baloch has also the
right to live in a digniﬁed way in a peaceful environment free from state
repression.
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